
ACUPUNCTURE CASE STUDIES PHYSIOTHERAPY

Abstract: This case study documents the use of acupuncture for the treatment of an acute inflammation of peritendinous
structures, a common problem that.

Whilst validated outcome measures are important to clinical research the use of such one was not used in this
case study. Rukweid, R. Itoh, K. Tendinopathies in athletes. Her duties at work include running regular
obstetric ultrasonography clinics for internal examination of pregnant women. Patient X is concerned her pain
will worsen. Rolf, C and Movin, T Etiology, histopathology, and outcome of surgery in achillodynia.
Herrington, L. Journal of Orthopedic Research. Not so simple pain: the complexity of chronic pain
management. Peripheral sensitisation results from persistent nociceptive activation Schaible,  The palpation
test did show tenderness around painful area as well as there was no bruises, red marks and high temperature it
means there was not acute inflammatory and possibly no major damage was occur. Itoh et al assessed
acupuncture effectiveness patients complaining of chronic shoulder pain; again this is comparable to patient X.
Pressure around the tenderness area did not increas nociception. Cui, S. Hong, C. Return to work was agreed
as a key milestone for patient X. Schaible has identified that previous trauma to a tissue site can cause ectopic
discharges due to impaired nerve fibres. Pain,  Kawakita, K. Active range of motion of the shoulder and SD
were re-assessed to evaluate physiological changes in relation to treatment. Bisset, L. China; Churchill
Livingstone. Again there was no specific trauma Unfortunately the lady never had any X-ray or MRI scan for
her spine to find out if there is any spondylosis symptoms or other possible problems which could lead to neck
or other spinal section pain. Whilst dry needling directly affects tissues at a cellular level, stimulation of
sensory afferents using acupuncture points evoke local, spinal segmental and supraspinal reactions within the
central nervous system Bradnam,  Front Bioscience. A second theory links a trigger point to increased muscle
demand through either increased load or trauma. Clinical reasoning and underlying mechanism: Pain in
cervical especially in between cervical and thoracic 1 area is very common problem seen in physiotherapy
departments and clinics. Acupuncture may then stimulate healing of injured tissues. Both studies used subjects
comparable to the patient X. The rationale for treating this patient with acupuncture was to allow supraspinal
pain relief, reduce inflammation in combination with traditionally modalities, which aimed to effect collagen
alignment to prevent reoccurence. Acupunct Med. Scapula stabilisation and posture were also addressed
during physiotherapy treatment. An audit of workplace health and wellbeing services for NHS staff. London:
Blackwell publishing.


